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Episode Synopses for November 2021 
 

Feed Date Episode # Synopses 

11.04.21 IV-109 

 
Inside Investigations speaks with a 90-year-old grandma who wired thousands of dollars to con-
artists pretending to be her grandson. Inside Investigations uncovers a cruel imposter scam 
that’s forcing money wiring services to re-think their business models.  Plus, who hasn’t had a 
package stolen from their home? Inside Investigations examines how states are cracking down 
on porch pirates and what steps consumers can take to prevent their packages from getting 
poached. And, when Inside Investigations discovers a major retailer charging Georgians a 
California recycling fee, Inside Investigations takes them to task. 
 

11.11.21 IV-129 

 
The U.S. Department of Justice is discovering that profiteers are taking advantage of our nation's 
safety net by netting money for themselves—Inside Investigations exposes one man’s scheme. 
And we're taught very early to believe sticks and stones may break our bones, but words can 
never hurt us—not so thousands of Americans who started life with a label that was chosen for 
them. See how Inside Investigations makes a decades-long wrong, right. Plus, hear one man's 
beef against a fast-food restaurant. 
 

11.18.21 IV-110 

 
An affair of the heart evolves into a heartless crime.  Inside Investigations examines an 
international crime ring that costing unsuspecting romantics millions. Plus, when the military 
reassigned a soldier and his family to another state, a rogue moving company took his 
possessions hostage.  Inside Investigations exposes the risks Americans take when moving home 
sweet home.  And this could happen to you - a woman who finances her grandchildren’s 
furniture ends up owing three times what it’s worth. See how Inside Investigations exposes a 
lending company’s predatory practices and makes it right for grandma. 
 

11.25.21 IV-111 

 
A business—selling custom wood American flags—burns thousands of US veterans when they 
take their money but never deliver old glory. Hear how Inside Investigations makes it right for 
military families.  And fly by night carpet cleaners are impersonating a national company to gain 
your trust – see what happens when we confront the fraudsters and shut them down.  And don’t 
let this happen to you--if something seems too good to be true, it probably is. See how one 
man’s fast funds found turns out to be fraud.  
 

12.02.21 IV-112 

 
When a multi-billion-dollar communication company’s dangerous mistake leaves a customer 
without service for months, Inside Investigations takes on the media giant and their customer 
“no” service policy and this could happen to you…. When the military re-assigns a soldier and his 
family to another state, a rogue moving company takes his possessions hostage.  Inside 
Investigations exposes the risks Americans take when moving home sweet home. Then, when a 
storm damages a homeowner’s roof, his insurance company tries to take a short cut on repairs. 
See how Inside Investigations goes up against the big guys, to make it right for the little guy. 

   


